The effect of phonetic context on speech movements in repetitive speech.
This study examined how, in repetitive speech, articulatory movements differ in degree of variability and movement range depending on articulatory constraints manipulated by phonetic context and type of CVC-CVC word pair. These pairs consisted of words that either differed in onset consonants but shared rhymes, or were identical. Articulatory constraints were manipulated by employing different combinations of vowels and consonants. The word pairs were produced in a repetitive speech task at a normal and fast speaking rate. Articulatory movements were measured with 3D electro-magnetic articulography. As measures of variability, median movement ranges and the coefficient of variation of target and non-target articulators were determined. To assess possible biomechanical constraints, correlation values between target and simultaneous non-target articulators were calculated as well. The results revealed that word pairs with different onsets had larger movement ranges than word pairs with identical onsets. In identical word pairs, the coefficient of variation showed higher values in the second than in the first word. This difference was not present in the alternating onset word pairs. For both types of word pairs, higher speaking rates showed higher correlations between target and non-target articulators than lower speaking rates, suggesting stronger biomechanical constraints for the former condition.